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Julie Benezet has devoted her professional life to pursuing the new,
building businesses, careers, and helping others do the same. An early
Amazon.com executive and leadership expert, she speaks and writes
on leading and living in the 21st Century and decoding human behavior
in the face of change. She is the author of the award-winning book, The
Journey of Not Knowing: How 21st Century Leaders Can Chart a Course
Where There Is None.
Combining conversation, insights, and strategies based on her Core
Four principles, Julie enlivens her audiences with ideas and inspiration
for confronting the scariness of the unknown to achieve their dreams.
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Avoiding Conflict Avoidance
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Pioneer Your Career-Ten Rules of the Road

Pioneer Your Career - Ten Rules of the Road
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Microsoft
Mead Johnson
CREW Network
Harvard Graduate School of Design
Wharton Real Estate Center
CoreNet Global
NAIOP
American Institute of Architects: Women’s
Leadership Summit
Hospitality Giants: Interior Design Magazine
Ann Sacks
Urban Land Institute
Lake Washington Human Resources
Association
Real Estate Women’s Forum (New York)
Women in Finance

For more detailed information on
Julie’s presentation topics or to book
her for your next event, please contact
us at:
Email: info@juliebenezet.com
On the web: www.juliebenezet.com
Twitter | Linkedin | Facebook

